Past Events 2008-2017
In 2017, for the first time, the "Human and Smart Machines CoLearning" event was held at the IEEE SMC. However, events where humans play against computer Go programs have been established for almost a decade [6] , [7] . Figure 1 shows the human versus computer Go competitions from 2008 to 2017 [12] , which were funded by the IEEE Computational Intelligence Society, the IEEE SMC, the Taiwanese government, NUTN, and the Taiwanese Association for Artificial Intelligence. In 1998, the handi cap for t he hu man versus computer 19 19 # game was 29 stones [6] . However, from 2008 to 2017, the power of computer Go programs in creased from a seven-stone handicap to a zerostone handicap against top professional Go players. Additionally, in 2016 and 2017, Google successfully combined deep-learning technologies and computer hardware with a Monte Carlo tree to defeat many top professional Go players without handicaps [4] , [5] .
BCI-DDF Go System
At the IEEE SMC 2017 special event, we combined the theory of deep learning with the technology of BCI [9] , [10] to demonstrate Go gameplay. Brainwave technology has been developing for a long time; however, applying the technology to play Go at an IEEE conference was a first. The world's latest mobile and wireless electroencephalogram (EEG) system is fully utilized in the innovation of the developed BCI-DDF Go system. The wireless system, developed by the research team from the Brain Research Center at NCTU, is designed to extract the Go player's brainwaves when he or she competes with the DDF Go system directly. Figure 2 shows the two-mode (competitive learning and predictive learning modes) scenario used at the "Human and Smart Machine Co-Learning" event; it also displays the invited Go players, computer Go programs, robot Palro, and the developed BCI-DDF Go system. Figure 3 includes the BCI-DDF Go system diagram used by Lu-An Lin (6D) while playing Go with DDF hands-free. The robot, Palro, reported the next moves as suggested by the DDF. We adopted the steady-state visually evoked potential technology to collect the brain signals from the visual cortex [occipital 1 (O1) and occipital 2 (O2) channels] and performed the real-time signal processing in the cloud server. Five pilot players tested the developed BCI-DDF Go system, and, prior to this special event, it reached approximately 90% accuracy on a five-class classification task. The demonstration of the BCI-DDF Go system is expressive of the breakthrough in human brain interaction with AI. Participants wore a wireless EEG headset and were instructed to gaze at the coded visual stimulus on the screen The BCI-DDF GO system continuously decoded
When it comes to smart machines, it is not just about methodologies; we also need to consider systems, cybernetics, and sometimes even humans. the ongoing EEG to send the move command to the game server. While the Go player is wearing the wireless EEG headset, the technician must first check the impedance between the scalp and the EEG electrodes to collect highquality EEG signals. Figure 4(a) shows the impedance map of the O1 and O2 channels (~100 KΩ). Figure 4 (b) includes the Go player's EEG signals collected from the O1 and O2 channels where he or she successfully perceived the 8-Hz visual stimulus for controlling the up arrow. The DDF then communicates with the BCI via the WebSocket protocol. The decoded EEGs are sent to the NCHC server in Taiwan and then to the FAIR DF AI Go engine to control the stone's movement. Humans can now play Go hands-free, and they can even cooperate with a robot that is able to predict and suggest the next best move to compete against the DDF. In 2017, Epoch Times Calgary reported on this event in Banff [13] , and Taiwan's CTV channel covered it in "The Pride of Taiwan! The World's First: Playing Go Using Brainwaves in Banff" [16] .
Game Results
One of the top computer Go programs, DeepZenGo, Japan, played seven games without handicaps against professional Go players, including Chun-Hsun Chou (9P), Ping-Chiang Chou (6P), and Kai-Hsin Chang (5P). This program uses a learning mode between humans and machines; to give DeepZenGo different strengths while playing with Chou (9P) and Chou (6P)/ Chang (5P), the machine ran one node/E5-2643 v4 x2/NVIDIA Titan X (Pascal) RAM 128 GB/storage SSD480GB and one node/E5-2623 v3 x2/NVIDIA Titan X RAM 128 GB/storage SSD480GB, respectively. DeepZenGo won all of the games against the professional Go players. Figure 5 Chou (9P) discussed his experience after the event: "This is my first experience playing Go games with DeepZenGo in public, and I am obviously at a disadvantage after the layout of the three games. The rise of AI challenges professional Go players' domain knowledge of the game layout, which has been learned and taught for hundreds of years. I have joined the human versus computer Go competitions hosted by NUTN and other academic organizations since 2008. In the past, I advised computer Go programs; however, I am advised now instead."
Chang (5P) said, "It is an indisputable fact that top-level computer Go programs, like AlphaGo and DeepZenGo, can completely defeat the professional Go players. I hadn't yet personally experienced the strength of the AI. But, I played with DeepZenGo in the special event of IEEE SMC 2017. In the past, the layout and the situation judgment of Go were two of the most difficult problems to solve for computer Go programs; however, now, the top-level machine does much better than humans, not to mention its ability to handle life and death. AI overturns domain knowledge that humans have been learned and taught. In a sense, humans are given a different picture of the world. AI has simulated the rich variety of playing Go models and led Go to another level." Lin (6D) was invited to play Go with DDF using brainwaves and to cooperate with the robot, Palro, in the predictive learning mode. For example, in Figure 6 , consider the game where Lin and Palro were black and DDF was white. Figure 6 (a) shows the curves of the predictive winning rate and the numbers of simulations. Figure 6 (b) details the inferred game-situation results of the developed fuzzy-markup-language (FML)-based dynamic assessment agent, where B
++ is "black is obviously at an advantage;" B + is "black is possibly at an advantage;" U is "both are in an uncertain situation;" W + is "white is possibly at an advantage;" and W ++ is "white is obviously at an advantage," respectively [3] . [17] , each site has a letter to identify the lobe and a number to identify the hemisphere location. Electrodes F, t, C, P, and O denote the frontal, temporal, central, parietal, and occipital lobes. but no central lobe exists; the C letter is used for identification purposes only. the z (zero) refers to an electrode placed on the mid line. Even and odd numbers refer to electrode positions on the right and left hemispheres, respectively. (b) the go player's EEg signals extracted from O1 and O2 channels while controlling the up arrow of the bCI-DDF go system.
The amateur Go players won eight games against DDF with the small computational resource, but DeepZenGo won all seven games against the invited professional Go players.
After the event, Lin said, "This is my first time attending the international conference. Indeed, it is such an amazing experience, in which wearing a Mindo to play Go was a real eye-opener for me. When the sensors in the headgear measured my brainwaves continually, the sparkling points on the monitor caused my eyes a little bit of discomfort. But, this did not dampen my interest in this biometric gadget and enthusiasm for playing Go using brainwaves. This developed technology can be applied in a wide variety of fields; for example, the physically challenged can use it to express their inner thoughts. I am glad to have this great opportunity to wear this biometric headgear to play Go and hope to see its further development" [14] .
Conclusion
Smart machines were one of the main themes at IEEE SMC 2017. In an effort to attract more attention from worldwide scholars to the event, a study on Go players competing with and learning from smart machines was held. There were 15 games played: the amateur Go players won eight games against DDF with the small computational resource, but DeepZenGo won all seven games against the invited professional Go players. Therefore, DeepZenGo could be used as a coach for the professional Go players, while DDF with a small machine could learn from the amateur Go players as long as we properly and adaptively adjusted the computational resources of the intelligent robot. Figures 7 and 8 include photos from this special event. In the future, the research team will apply this technology to education, e.g., with children playing games to enhance concentration on learning mathematics, languages, and other topics. Looking ahead, using detected brainwaves, a robot will be able to assist a teacher during class and speak for a student.
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